WHAT IS A LIBERTY TRIKE?

The Liberty Trike was designed by the feedback of thousands of electric tricycle conversion customers. It’s better known as the best “activity mobility” tricycle in the world.

Liberty Trike gives the rider an extra boost you need to do more, to see more, and to be more active. Thousand of boomers, seniors, and folks of all ages with balance or muscle atrophy are riding Liberty Trikes for a healthier lifestyle.

If you ask our customers, “what is a Liberty Trike?” They will all tell you it’s an electric trike that has changed their lives.

HIGHLIGHTS

- Ultra-compact, portable, and foldable
- Powerful 750-watt motor
- Speed-limited reverse
- Front disc and rear coaster brake
- Easy-to-read LCD
- Throttle-on-demand
- Ten color choices!
FEATURES AND BENEFITS

FEATURES
▶ Stable ride
▶ Controlled power assistance
▶ Ability to reverse
▶ Easy to learn, not complicated
▶ Trike pedal straps
▶ Wider seat with a high backrest
▶ Fold and disassemble for easy transportation
▶ Safe and fun!

IMMEASURABLE BENEFITS

SOCIAL
▶ Ability to interact with peers in a way as close to normal as possible
▶ Families can ride safely together without interference from disease limitations

THERAPEUTIC
▶ Power assistance with non-exhaustive pedaling
▶ Promotes core strength
▶ Builds stamina

EMOTIONAL
▶ Encourages independence
▶ Promotes self-confidence
▶ Facilitates engagement
UNIQUE FEATURES

WIDER SEAT WITH BACK SUPPORT

EASY FOLD AND DISASSEMBLE

EASY TWIST HAND THROTTLE
SIZE AND SPECS

SIZING

A: HANDLEBAR REACH  ►  22"
B: HANDLEBAR RISE  ►  4.5"
C: STANDOVER HEIGHT  ►  13.5"
D: SEAT HEIGHT TO PEDAL  ►  19" – 26"
E: SEAT HEIGHT TO GROUND  ►  25" – 31"

TURNING RADIUS  ►  7'-91/2" (approx.)
RECOMMENDED RIDER HEIGHT  ►  4' 5" – 6' 1"

SPECs

TOP SPEED: 12 Mph
RANGE: 8-20 Miles (Depends on total load, rider input, and route/terrain)
CHARGE TIME: 3 Hours
MAX PAYLOAD: 400 lbs (With rider and cargo)
DRIVE MODE: Throttle-on-demand w/ 5 levels, programmable LCD
COLORS: Red, Teal, White, Blue, Purple, Yellow, Black, Green, Orange, and Pink
WEIGHT: 56 lbs (Front half is 25 lbs and the rear half is 25 lbs)
RIDER REQUIREMENTS

HEIGHT

▶ Currently 47" tall with the rear basket removed

AGE

▶ Currently, the youngest child to receive a Liberty Trike is nine years old

SMA TYPE / STRENGTHS

▶ Type 2 and 3 receiving treatment
▶ Hand and arm strength
▶ Trunk stability
▶ Core strength and stamina
STAY ACTIVE TOGETHER

A FAMILY BIKE TRIP TO WESTERN MARYLAND

A RIDE WITH SIBLINGS